NetAccess
SIMPLE, SECURE ACCESS VIA THE INTERNET
Healthcare workers have extremely busy schedules. Any product that enables

PRODUCT BRIEF

Convenient access from a
remote location
“The NetAccess product has enabled us to

them to schedule their time more efficiently helps them stay in control and be

provide a service to our physicians that

able to better care for their patients. The NetSolutions family of web-enabled

allow them to securely monitor their

applications is the quickest and most economical way for healthcare providers

patient’s care from anyplace and at any

to leverage the Internet. Connect your doctors, staff and technical support to
the data they need - from MEDITECH or other Healthcare Information Systems
– using HIPAA-compliant software.

time. Physicians can utilize their time more
efficiently while caring for their patients
more effectively, thus contributing to the
“Continuum of Care model.”

Russell Dick
Director I.T.
Huron Perth Healthcare Alliance
Ontario

NETACCESS ‐ AUTHORIZED SYSTEM ACCESS
NetAccess enables authorized remote system users to access their
organization’s hospital information system securely through the Internet.
Physicians, clinicians and other healthcare workers utilize their time more
effectively by accessing patient information securely from a remote
environment. Review patient records, sign reports, or authorize tests from your
home or office without having to drive to the hospital.

Doctors Love the Convenience of
Secure Remote Internet Access
“Our doctors – and we have hundreds of
them – love NetAccess. It was easy to
implement at the hospital and just as easy

NetAccess creates a validated and encrypted connection from a client or clients

for the doctors to download the

outside the hospital to a validation server at the hospital. Once validated, the

application, self-install, and use over their

remote session is decrypted and passed from the validation server to a host.

standard dial-up connection.”

Single users or multiple users from a site can be connected via a single client

“Most important, with 128-bit encrypted

connection, allowing NetAccess to be deployed as a solution for small office
and clinic connectivity.
NetAccess is customized for each site to allow you to distribute it (and all
required files including emulation software) easily via the web or in a selfinstalling
file you can provide to users via diskette or e-mail.
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communications between the office and
the hospital, along with device-specific
authentication, we all have the end-to-end
security needed to protect patient
confidentiality.

Mike Perry
Network Analyst
Affinity Health Systems
Appleton, WI

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
The many features of NetAccess provide healthcare workers with a system that
meets the demands of this industry.
–– Ease support issues by converting from direct dial-up lines to a high-speed Internet link.
–– Provide enhanced security through user validation and data encryption.
–– Provide bandwidth on demand for users and clinics without costly infrastructure changes.
–– Offer simple and secure remote connections for any users from a local phone call.
–– Guarantees compliance with HIPAA, HCFA and JCAHO requirements with128-bit SSL
encryption.
–– Supports unlimited users simultaneously, controlling costs without limiting service to all users.
–– Quick and easy client installation enables users to install without on-site assistance or
intervention.
–– Is fully integrated with Windows authentication, providing secure access using domain
usernames and passwords, easy installation and configuration, and remote update of
expired passwords.
–– Validates all users to maintain a secure audit trail of all active users.
–– Restrict users to specific remote devices, minimizing risk of unauthorized sharing of passwords.
–– Eliminates the need for modem banks, reducing costs and eliminating contention or hung lines.

PRODUCT INFORMATION
–

Runs as a service under Windows Server 2003/2003 R2, Windows Server 2008/2008
R2, and Windows Server 2012/2012 R2.

–

Client supports all Windows operating system clients with Internet Explorer 6.0 or above.

–

Uses 128-bit SSL encryption (requires server to have Microsoft IIS installed).

–

Logs all activity to Windows Event Viewer and MEDITECH MIS routines.

–

Supports TCP/IP protocol. Product can be placed behind the firewall or on a DMZ.

–

Allows access to all simple TCP/IP services, including Telnet, HTTP, POP, FTP, etc.

–

Supports MEDITECH device-level security.

–

Available in 10 user, 25 user, and unlimited user licenses.
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NetAccess – Simplifies Access to
Patient Information
“Currently, NetAccess is being used by
over 130 users, both from their office and
from some physician’s homes. NetAccess is
a simple, straightforward product that was
easy to install and set up. It basically runs
itself. Once Interbit Data helped us get it
up and running, it has been going ever
since. We are extremely happy with the
ease of use of this product.”

Ann Bellah
Physician Information Systems Analyst
Parkview Medical Center
Colorado

